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Stevie Ray is the 2004 Slammer of the Year

Steve "Stevie Ray" Ryan takes the
2004 Preston Cup

Congratulations sir!

2004 Preston Cup Finalists
As voted on by members

Slammer Gold Silver Bronze Points

Stevie Ray 7 6 4 37

Ticklar 5 7 6 35

Ruskie 5 7 4 33

Rulz 8 2 4 32

Ripper 3 3 9

Chilly 1 2 2 9

HotDog 3 9

Eugenie 1 2 5

Itzak 1 2

Lara's Man 1 2

3Putt Patat 1 1

Jacommo 1 1

Marmotte 1 1

TanMan 1 1

Actual Slammer Voting Commentary

HotDog - Gives meaning to slogan some of these guys
are good. Check out career winning percentage, he
kind of sticks out like a dick in a peeler joint.

Itzak - Is anything more worthwhile than dedicating
your career to helping sick kids?

TanMan - Who cares that he only had 4 events.
Finished #1, and more importantly, a solid addition to
our hockey team.

I really don't know the guys that well to vote on
Slammer of the Year; but I can say that this Ruskie has
improved a tremendous amount. The first time I played
he was slicing the thing all over the lot. Now he's
imitating John Daly!

I gotta go with Ticklar this year!! The man is hard-core
and second only to the Commish in attendance. Sure
his winning percentage is only 45%…but that’s still 12
points better than my own…which is astonishing!
Besides…what better name to represent the Slammer
Tour than the French Ticklar?

Rulz - leader in events, wins, birds, dogs, money - how
can you not vote for him?

Ticklar - he's like a box of chocolates, never know what
you're gonna get.

SRR - nice comeback season

Marmotte - Great competitor and great sense of
humour about his game

Ruskie - The guy must have no home life 'cause he
always there!

I should get at least a vote from you for kicking your
ass 2x this year!!!

Stevie Ray Ryan - 25 events, big comeback after
double hand surgery and numerous misguided
lessons, 5th in points, career high in birds with 6,
career high in dogs with 9, 5th in points, career low in $
losses, first time with scoring median under 100

Ruskie - 27 events, broke 100 for first time, 6th in
points, best driver off the 1st tee on the Tour!

3Putt - because he kicked my ass twice this year

About Our Sponsors

Bill "Billiards" Ryan and his lovely wife,
Carole, graciously supplied The Tour
with the Preston Cup.

About The Cup

The Preston Cup was named after the
Ryan family's dog, Preston. While he
wasn't the best-looking, nor the best-
smelling nor was he the friendliest dog
around, he was fun and tremendously
personable... and those are the traits of
the Slammer of the Year.

Remember, the Slammer of the Year is
voted on by your peers, so work your
magic and make some allies.
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Ruskie- does this guy swear or get upset ever?

Ripzone - you gotta like a guy who plays better when
he's drunk!

Stevie Ray - Great attitude, tonnes of events, extra
effort behind the scenes.

Ruskie - Is there an event this guy doesn't play?

Ripzone - For his dedication to trying to sell me a
ClubEG membership

Rulz - The VJ of attendance..always plays with
heart..crazy long draws..some solid low scores

Ticklar - Can always count on seeing that pull cart near
practice green when I arrive...some of the best back
nine come backs I've ever seen

Chilly - Solid work over the season, moved up and
stayed up. Consistent and a good competitor.

My vote is for Ruskie for finally breaking 100, good
guy, good attitude

SRR for always making my game look good :)

Ticklar - a gentleman in all occasions

Stevie Ray - Standing me for so many rounds

Jacommo - the marked man after reaching 20

I vote for Stevie Ray!

Stevie Ray Ryan for all the web work

Ruski for game improvement

Chilly - played lots of events and has a great winning
%

Ripzone - good win-loss ratio for a big guy

Eugenie for a greatly-increased number of events and
legitimate improvement

I vote for Ticklar - he's a great all around guy and has
DOMINATED me all year. I think he sucked me in the
first time around at Cascades. But there's always
tomorrow and next year!!!

Chilly – never makes a big mistake – steady and able
to go low

Ripzone – you gotta give’em credit for the best results
with the oddest swing, can go low, scary good putter at
times and sneaky long.

The Slammer Tour. Fun and competitive match-play golf for everyone!
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